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The Canadian Dimension

Functional Banks 

Superb exports 

Excellent negotiation skills:
Comprehensive Economic & Trade Agreement (CETA)



Seanad Retained (and the TCD seats)

...for the moment





What the Seanad brings to Parliament... 



Move afoot to reform the

Seanad.

This may jeopardize the 3

TCD seats.

The Whip System is 

never questioned 

unfortunately.  

My idea is that there should be more university

seats in the Seanad. Add more access to

academic expertise.



An Agenda of 

Economic 

Reforms:

My 

3 economic & 

financial reform 

bills over 2 1/2 

years

All informed by academic 

research & global 

examples. 



Our real problems go unaddressed...



The mortgage crisis continues to worsen!

But our last budget just makes matters worse.

Minister Noonan created a special structure of

incentives and tax breaks for Real Estate Investment

Trusts (REITs). Why restart a fire that almost

consumed the whole economy?



Growth has not returned and now we face serious 

policy headwinds (tax haven accusations).



Source: http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/business/ieconomy.html?_r=0

The days of 

Ireland as a 

global tax 

avoidance 

mechanism are 

over. 

The loophole 

was closed in the 

budget but no 

new Irish 

business model 

was articulated. 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/business/ieconomy.html?_r=0


Budgets will continue to be painful

and reviewed by Brussels and Berlin.



Mass 

Unemployment

=

Mass 

Emigration 

62% that leave have a 

3rd level education!



The ongoing 

economic crisis 

risks creating a “lost 

generation” of 

young people with 

high unemployment 

and insurmountable 

financial burdens. 

The referendum 

and Budget 2014 

did nothing to 

change that!



The Challenge of Exiting the Bailout

• The “success story” is only really skin deep.

• The access to a “backstop” programme with the IMF 

(recommended to bailout countries) will not be cheap 

financially or politically. 

• Further losses to be realised in AIB and other Irish 

banks.

• The more games of economic chicken in the US will 

only make matters worse for Ireland.

• Debt refinancing (next slide) will be exceptionally 

difficult for Ireland in 2014, despite €25bn in reserves.



Data : NTMA for Govt and EU, Reuters for the others.



We still have some entrepreneurs 

that can pull the economy out of 

the mire...



...but most people governing 

Ireland would prefer his life.



TCD still stands as a 

beacon of hope in an 

otherwise blighted 

economy led by a 

government obsessed 

with PR as a substitute 

for reform. 


